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Recently there have been intensive investigations [Ml] in finding quantum deformations of the

Virasoro algebra and constructing q-string theory. Several aspects of such kind of deformed

algebra have been studied; for example, the multiplicative stucture, the commulu'plication rules

for the generators [6,10], the deformation of the central extension term [3, 5, 7, 10]. However,

most of these formulations are based either on using a deformed oscillator degree of freedom

[8,9,12,13], or on the deformation of the differential operators representation of the centreless

Virasoro algebra [7,14,15].

In a previous paper [16], we have obtained a realization of the q-U(l)-Kac Moody, q-Virasoro

and q-"W3" like algebras by using an one parameter nontrivial deformation of the algebra

gJ!(a\ 0). The new deformed algebra was generated by new objects " Ejj ; i, JG Z " and has

allowed the above realization. However in the present work, we obtain a representation of the

one parameter deformed centreless U( 1)-Kac Moody and Virasoro algebras using the usual a^

associative algebra. The basic idea is to consider a usual one parameter deformation of the Lie

algebnc structure of a^ given by [A, B|(q) p) = qAB - pBA, without loosing the matrix nature of

A and B. Hence and in contrast with [16] the algebra gJ^00, Z) remains undeformed (in the sense

above). The central extensions are also performed in a similar way.

Ordinary U(1)-KM and Virasoro algebras from gl(°°, C)

First let us recall that the algebra gJK00, <Z) is generated by infinite matrices E, j satisfying:

(1)

j j (2)

The associated Lie algebra is given by:

[Ej j , Ekji ] = 6jk Eijj. - Sjii Ekj . (3)

It is well known that, the algebra a ,̂ of infinite matrices having a finite number of nonvanishing

diagonals [17], generated by the set {dk; k E. Z}:

dk(a) = 2 a(i, i+k) Ej,i+k, a(i, i+k) e C (4)
iez

permits the realization of the the eentrclcss U( 1 )-Kac Moody and Virasoro algebras as:



h= I Eu+k . (5)
iez

Lk= 2 (i+k) Ei4+k • (6)
iGZ

The commutation relations between these generators can be deduced, by using eqs (2) and (3),

as:

(7-a)

(7-b)

(7-c)

Note that we choose here a particular case of the general forms of Jk and Lk given in ref [17].

The central extensions of these Lie algebras is also performed via the central extension of the

algebra ax. This extended algebra noted by a ^ aco+ Cc has been introduced by Kac and

Peterson [18] and independently by Date, Jimbo, Kashivvara and Miwa [19] by replacing the

commutation relations (eqs (3)) by relations of the form:

] = Sjk Ej4 - 6M Ekj + (KEj j , Ekjtfc , (8-a)

=0 (8-b)

where the two-cocycle <KEj j , E M ) is defined by :

sik6jk6iji, (9)

with
.. ,. fl if i < 0 and k > 1

Eik = . e ki = I

[0 elsewhere

The objects Ej j in eqs (8-a,b) are the generators of the extended algebra a^ and reduces to the

original ones (eqs (3)) if the central extention is taken to be zero (<j)(Ej j , Ekjj) = 0) .

Then the central extensions of U(l)-Kac Moody and Virasoro algebras are given by the

following relations respectively:

[Jk, Ji] = k c Sk+ft, o , (10)

k3 - k
[Lk, Lt] = (k - 4) U+Jl + —[2— (-2) c 6k+fi, 0 • (11)



Deformed U(l)-Kac Moody and Virasoro algebras from gl(<», £)

Let us take a deformed version of the above generators (eqs (5) and (6)) as follows:

Xk= 2 q-2 M / 2 Ei,i+k, (12)
iez

t k = 2 q-i[i + k]qEi,i+k, (13)
iGZ

where

q - q '

A straightforward calculation yields to the following commutation relations:

k -1, qA - k) = [k - fi]qLk+Jl (14-b)

(14-c)

where

[A,B](q,p) = qAB-pBA.

It is clear that the equation (14-b) is nothing bul the deformed Virasoro algebra proposed by

Curtwright and Zachos [2].

Now let us look for the central extensions of these deformed algebras. To that end we consider

the corresponding deformed commutator to the defining relation (eqs(3)) as:

[Ei j , Ekjdfcj+Mi+A), qi+A-0+k)) = qi+k-(i+JO 6 jk Ej jt - qi+A-(i

) (15)

The central extension of this q-commutator can be written, by analogy with the undeformed

case (eqs(8)), as :

[Eij,



such that this new extension becomes the classical one when the deformation parameter q

becomes equal to one. We note that the generators Ejj in eqs(16) are the same as the ones in

eqs(8), but the central term c is replaced by the deformed one c defined to satisfy the q-

commutation relations (eq(16-b)).

The central charge can be found, as solution of the following constraints: the

antisymmetry, the generalized Jacobi identity (q-JI) and the compatibility with the classical

limit. In the deformed case the generalized Jacobi identity (q-JI) readsPl as:

[A, [B, C] ( q i ,q i-l)]( | . , | ) + cycl. per (A, B, C; qv q2, q3) = 0. (17)

Then, by applying this q-JI to the deformed algebra (16), we get:

q^-k-n 6M$(Ei j , Ek,n ) - qk+n-m-ft S[lk$(Ei j , E ^ ) + cycl. per. = 0 (18)

On the other hand the antisymmetry gives:

Eij) . (19)

Therefore, taking into account these two conditions (eqs (18) and (19)) and the compatibility
with the classical limit (eqs(9)), it is suggestive that $(Ej j , Eĵ jj ) consists of elements of the

following form:

$(Eij, E ^ ) = qa(i. j . k, 1) eik &jk 5iA. (20)

The antisymmetry condition is expressed in terms of cc(i, j , k, Jl) as: a(i, j , k, Jl) = a(k, Jl, i, j).

Then substituing in equation (18), $(Eij, Ekj[) by its expression (20), one leads to the

following equation:

U, j)8km + q2j-U+a( i, i, i, %mi]5jk ^m ^Q .

i)Eim + q2j-k-i+a(k, i, i, k)Eki + q2i-k-j+a(j, k, k, j)8mk]5jm 5fiJ 6nk}=0. (21)

The solution of this equation can be taken as:

a(i,j,k,Jl)=3(i + k) + a o (22)

where a o is an arbitrary complex number. This free parameter a o can be taken to be zero

without loss of generality due to the fact that the term qa° is in fact an automorphism of eq (21).



Then the q-JI (21) can be simply put in the form :

(eik + Ekm + 8mi) (q2m6jk 6 j m 6in + q2k 6jm 6U 5 ^ = 0, (23)

which holds, because eik + ekm + e11" = 0 for any i, k and m.

Finally the deformed central term reads as:

(24)

At the end, by using the latter central term and expressions of Tk a°d £fc similar to those given

by eqs (12) and (13) respectively, one can easly deduce the deformed extended U(l)-Kac

Moody and Virasoro algebras respectively as

flk, h l(qk - A, ql - k) = lk|qc 6k+j , 0 (25)

0 ( 2 6 )

where[3]q! = [3]q[2]q

The compatibility of these central terms with the classical limit is well clear.

In summary, we have derived the ccntreless deformed Virasoro and U(l)-Kac Moody algebras

without loosing the classical meaning of the basic elements, in contrast to the usual manner. The

algebra gft(o°, C) that permits the realization of the classical Virasoro and U(l)-Kac Moody

algebras, also permits the obtention of their deformed versions. In the same way, we have

given the extended q-U(l)-Kac Moody and q-Virasoro algebras and reduced the problem of

their central extentions to the problem of central extention of q-gJK00, C) algebra.
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